


The NL450C compost spreader broadcasts 
material farther, wider, and more consistently 
than any other applicator.

• Higher payload capacity and greater material output.
• Precise record-keeping of environmental material applications.
• Get the job done more accurately in less time.

The extra wide 34” (86cm) conveyor and 50˚side slopes provide better 

flow of material and increased output, and the 118” (300cm) wide body 

increases payload capacity for heavy spreading needs. The corrosion-resistant 

stainless steel conveyor floor prevents material build-up under the conveyor, 

providing longer service life to the overall conveyor system. 

The NL450C also features dual 30” (76cm) spinners and tandem 

hydraulic system to broadcast material faster and farther, and minimize 

time in the field. Compared to the average compost spreader, 

spinner power is increased by up to 50% and application rates are 

increased up to 33% or more.

The NL450C 
comes standard with 
a hydraulic oil cooler 
to keep oil temperature 
low ensuring peak performance 
and increased component life.

The hydraulically-controlled feedgate
allows adjustments from the comfort 
of the cab.

The NL450C material divider
ensures a uniform spread 
pattern by directing material
off of the conveyor onto the
spinner discs.

Versatile • Innovative • Profitable

The New Leader NL450C is the best built and most versatile compost spreader in the industry. Its superior features allow you

to cover more ground in less time-while maintaining an accurate spread pattern-to make your business more profitable than

ever. 

*Tractor must meet brake specifications.  Contact dealer or factory for more information.



     
      

   

       
      
         Features:

 34” (86cm) wide conveyor

118” (300cm) wide body

50˚ side slopes

Large 30” (76cm) spinners

Tandem hydraulic pumps

#1 chain with .5” X 1.5” (1cm x 4cm)
crossbars (standard) #2 & #3 conveyor 
chain (optional)

Straight rear endgate set farther into 
the body

Hydraulically-controlled feedgate

Feedgate sight gauge 

Features: Benefits:

More output; better flow of material.

Increased payload capacity.

Smooth product output with less material bridging.

Spreads material faster and farther, minimizing time in the field.

Increased spinner power up to 50% and application rates up to 33%.

Moves material through the box quickly to ensure consistent application.

Prevents free flow of material when loading hopper and when 
conveyor is stopped. 

Adjust the feedgate from the comfort of the cab.

Monitor the feedgate opening from the cab. 

Corrosion-resistant and reduces friction, allowing product to flow smoothly;
prevents material buildup to eliminate premature conveyor failure.

Stainless steel conveyor floor

NOTE:  The L5034G4 compost spreader is not designed to spread fertilizer or lime.

The NL450C is available in painted carbon steel and un-painted 304 stainless steel.



These products are    covered by one or more of the following U.S. patents: 
RE35,100, 4,630,773, 5,355,815, 5,757,640, 5,870,686, 5,913,915,  6,089,743, 6,122,581, 6,198,986, 6,230,091, 6,817,551, 6,517,281.

Highway Equipment Company
1330 76th Ave. SW • Cedar Rapids, IA  52404-7052
Phone: 319/363-8281 or 800/363-1771
FAX: 319/286-3351 or 800/363-8267
www.HighwayEquipment.com

21,000 lbs (9,525 kg)

With 7’
Struck Capacity

Cu Yd (Cu M) Cu Ft
16.7 (12.7) 450 

Dimensions and Capacities
Approx.

Shipping Weight

16’ (4.88)

Length
(m)

Two-year warranty applies to products registered within thirty days of purchase.

Highway Equipment Company reserves the right to change products, specifications and design without

notice.  Photos and illustrations may or may not include optional equipment.  John Deere and the 

John Deere green and yellow trade dress are the trademarks of Deere & Company.  

New Leader is a trademark of Highway Equipment Company.
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